Workshop ‘Space and language: on deixis’

Giovedì 9
Ore 15

William Hanks
Comparative deictic systems

Nick Enfield
The human ethology of deixis: observing deixis as a tool for navigating social space

Michele Prandi
Ground-anchored deixis: theoretical and empirical implications

Venerdì 10
Ore 9.30

Maurizio Gnerre
Interactive indexical implementations of ideophones in narrative genres

Federica Da Milano/Ignazio Putzu/Paolo Ramat
Deixis from a cognitive and linguistic point of view: a case study

Ellen Fricke
Origo, gesture, and space: the impact of co-speech gestures on linguistic deixis theories

Konstanze Jungbluth
Positions – constellations – practices:
Referring to the space in front of the hearer